SMALL GROUP PRESENTATION

Group Members’ Names: ________________________________

1. How did the introduction get attention, arouse interest, prepare for topic?
   In Progress   Meets Expectations   Exceeds Expectations

2. How did the group follow an organizational pattern (including transitional phrases used to connect ideas)?
   In Progress   Meets Expectations   Exceeds Expectations

3. What types of informative methods were used? How did the group “show” as well as “tell?”
   In Progress   Meets Expectations   Exceeds Expectations

4. How did the conclusion summarize (including group response to audience questions)?
   In Progress   Meets Expectations   Exceeds Expectations

5. What were the strengths of the group’s visual and vocal delivery?
   In Progress   Meets Expectations   Exceeds Expectations

6. How was the presentation adapted to this audience? Did you learn anything new from this presentation? What connections were made between the different research projects?
   In Progress   Meets Expectations   Exceeds Expectations